Air-Oil Systems

Air-Oil Tanks & Tank Circuits
Up To 150 PSI (maximum)
Air-Oil Tandem Cylinders & Circuits
Up To 250 PSI (maximum)
Miller Air-Oil Systems provide smooth, precision hydraulic power and control from shop air in simple circuits requiring one or only a few cylinders. Thus, they offer the simplicity, low initial cost, and low maintenance cost of shop air input operation compared to the conventional hydraulic power input source requiring pump, motor, filter, pressure relief valve, etc. The hydraulic cylinder driven by the simple air-oil system is controlled exactly as the cylinder driven by the pump installation using the same control valves.

**AIR-OIL TANKS AND TANK CIRCUITS**

For Up To 150 psi Operation

Shop air applied directly on the oil in an air-oil tank is a simple low cost method of obtaining hydraulic power for operation of one or more hydraulic cylinders simultaneously. The hydraulic power is obtained from the shop air in a 1 to 1 ratio, i.e.—80 psi shop air produces 80 psi hydraulic oil pressure.

The circuit becomes automatically self-bleeding merely by mounting the air-oil tanks above the cylinder. And the tanks may be installed wherever convenient, either on or off the machine containing the cylinder. The patented baffles of the Miller Air-Oil Tanks permit rapid discharge and intake of air and oil without churning, funnelling, foaming, aeration, or oil being blown from tanks.

Other features of the Miller Tanks are: sturdy, transparent, plastic sight gauge* that tells, at a glance, amount of oil in tanks; convenient fill and drain ports in sight gauge fitting; availability of oversize ports for faster cylinder speeds. The tanks are available in a wide choice of sizes to meet desired volume requirements. See tank selection information in Table below and dimensional data on page 4.

*Compatible with most hydraulic fluids. Contact Miller Fluid Power Application Engineering Department for use with special, or synthetic fluids. Plastic gauge is strengthened by metal guard. Guard should not be removed.

---

**Basic Circuit Operation**

In the circuit at left, the Advance Stroke Air-Oil Tank is connected to the cap end port of the hydraulic cylinder and the Return Stroke Tank, to the rod end port of the cylinder. Shop air (from the system's 4-way air control valve) is fed alternately (through 3-way air valves) to the two tanks. The 3-way valves indicated are Miller "Port Mounted" Valves that permit faster cylinder speeds. The oil in the "Advance" Tank is driven (by the air) into the cap end of the cylinder, forcing the piston rod to extend at the same foot speed throughout its entire stroke. At the same time, the rod end cylinder oil is forced into the "Return" Tank. Air on this Tank causes reversal of oil flow, returning piston rod and forcing cap end cylinder oil back into "Advance" Tank to complete the stroke cycle.

**Speed Control**

As shown in Circuit at left above, speed and flow control valves (A and B) can be installed in the return oil line to provide any desired combination of rapid advance and slower working stroke of the piston rod. The valves can be similarly installed in the line between the "Advance" Tank and cylinder to similarly control the return stroke of the cylinder. Recommended air pressure for this air-oil system is 100 psi. For very slow cylinder speeds and oil velocities, up to 150 psi.

---

**How to Select Proper Tank Size**

The bore and stroke of the hydraulic cylinder are known. Then:

1. Determine the cubic inch displacement of the cylinder piston by multiplying the square inch area of the piston by the inches of stroke.

2. Locate, on selector chart at left, the volumes closest to the volume obtained and read up to tank diameters and to the left for tank lengths. In general, tanks of smaller diameters and greater lengths are less costly than larger diameter, shorter tanks of approximately equal volume.

**Example:** To find the tank size needed for a 6" bore, 4" stroke hydraulic cylinder (according to formula above). The oil displacement of the piston is 113.09 cu. in. From the selector chart at left, select a volume higher than 113 and that gives you the tank size that best fits the available space. Thus, a 3 1/4" bore x 19" long tank, or a 4" bore x 14" long tank, or a 5" bore x 10 long tank could be selected.
have advantages over pump circuits

In the two Miller Air-Oil Systems shown below, the advance stroke of the cylinder to the work can be rapid throughout its entire stroke—or any combination of rapid and slow speed strokes can be easily accomplished in either the advance or return cylinder strokes merely by proper placement of valving and controls in the circuits.

**AIR-OIL TANDEM CYLINDERS AND CIRCUITS**

For Up To 250 psi Operation

Below is a Miller Air-Oil Tandem Cylinder prepiped and valved into a ready-to-operate circuit. Available as air valve operators (in place of hand lever operator shown) are air pilot, solenoid, cam, palm, sequence, and fluidic operators.

**Hydraulic Speed Control Valve With Return Check**

**Miller Tandem Cylinders**

A Miller Air-Oil Tandem Cylinder is a standard Miller Model A Air Cylinder joined, in tandem, with a standard Miller Model J Hydraulic Cylinder so that the combined unit, though air driven, operates as a hydraulic cylinder in providing smooth hydraulic power and motion.

The unit requires no air-oil tanks but is not self-bleeding.

The Model A and J sizes range from 1/2" through 20" bores in a wide selection of mounting styles (see page 4 for dimensional information). The price of a Tandem unit is the combined price of a single rod end Model A air cylinder and a double rod end Model J oil cylinder, thus providing economical first cost. The Tandem Unit is available prepiped and valve (as illustrated above) at extra cost.

**Circuit Operation**

As shown in the circuit at right, air alternately enters the cap and head end ports of the air cylinder through the system's 4-way valve. As the air piston cycles back and forth, the hydraulic piston, connected to the same piston rod, must also cycle back and forth, thus alternately forcing oil through the connecting line, from one end of the hydraulic cylinder to the other.

**Speed Control**

As shown in circuit at right, speed and flow control valves (C and D) can be installed in the oil line connecting the hydraulic cylinder ports, to provide any desired combination of rapid advance stroke and slower working stroke of the piston rod.

**High Speed Operation**

For high speed, high power operation, when the flow of oil would be excessive if the hydraulic and air cylinders were the same size, a hydraulic cylinder smaller in diameter than the air cylinder is used (as illustrated at right) to obtain higher speed with less flow.
**Air-Oil Tank Dimensions**

**MODEL A77 TANK**

**MODEL A53 TANK**

*All other dimensions are the same as for Model A-77 Tank shown at left. Note: Model A52 Tank (tie rod extended top end) and A50 Tank (tie rods not extended beyond nuts) also available.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TANK DIMENSIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BORE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Mounting holes are 1/16 larger than bolt size shown in table.*

---

**MILLER TANDEM CYLINDER DIMENSIONS**

The figures for the dimensional letters below are given for the various bore sizes and mounting styles in Miller A Air Cylinder Bulletin No. 7619 and Miller J Hydraulic Cylinder Bulletin No. 7620.

---

**Cylinders and Valves — Ordering and Delivery**

For use with Miller Air-Oil Tanks in air-oil tank circuits, we recommend the use of Miller Model J Hydraulic Cylinders and Port Mounted Miller Air Valves. The Model J cylinder is very economical in price and has all the quality design and construction features of the Miller Model H Cylinder. The Port Mounted Air Valves save on air and piping and provide faster circuit operation. Save time and money by ordering from our stock selection of Air-Oil Tanks and Model J Hydraulic Cylinders. Shipment in 1-3 days. For fast service,
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